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Blackouts-whether they result from military planning, network failure, human error, or terrorism-offer
snapshots of electricitys increasingly central role in American society.Where were you when the lights went
out? At home during a thunderstorm? During the Great Northeastern Blackout of 1965? In California when
rolling blackouts hit in 2000? In 2003, when a cascading power failure left fifty million people without

electricity? We often remember vividly our time in the dark. In When the Lights Went Out, David Nye views
power outages in America from 1935 to the present not simply as technical failures but variously as military
tactic, social disruption, crisis in the networked city, outcome of political and economic decisions, sudden
encounter with sublimity, and memories enshrined in photographs. Our electrically lit-up life is so natural to

us that when the lights go off, the darkness seems abnormal.

I was washing dishes in my kitchen when it happened. Frankly I have lost interest in Doris Days virtue.

When The Lights Went Out

As a tribute President Herbert Hoover suggested that across the United States the lights be turned out for a
short time at 7. Critic Reviews for When the Lights Went Out Director Pat Holden delivers a few effective
shocks but overcooks the climax. Brennan Center fellow Andrew. Illustration Jim Cooke GMG Drew

MagaAM. Yes it says we all remember the three day week and the winter of discontent but there were good
things too. The northeast blackout of 1965 was a significant disruption in the supply of electricity on Tuesday
Novem affecting parts of Ontario in Canada and Connecticut Massachusetts New Hampshire New Jersey New
York Pennsylvania Rhode Island and Vermont in the United States. WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT will keep
you questioning everythingand everyoneuntil the riveting conclusion. When the Lights Went Out goes in
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search of what really happened what it felt like at the time and where it was all leading.
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